Citizens of Lake Forest Park,

During the month of September, the Lake Forest Park Police Department (LFPPD) conducted a citizen
survey with the purpose of identifying our strengths, weakness, and service gaps. The survey was sent
out via City Newsflash to over 1,300 subscribers, the LFP Emergency Notification System to over 700
email subscribers, Nextdoor social media site to over 2,400 participants, and Facebook/Twitter to
over 1,060 followers. The survey was made available via the department’s website, and it was made
available for print copy to be submitted directly to the department.
There were 158 responses to the survey during the period of September 6 through September 27,
2016. In an effort to obtain relevant results, a respondent to the survey was required to either live or
own/operate a business in Lake Forest Park. The majority of respondents, 93%, rated the police
department as doing an excellent/good job along with 98% felling very safe/safe in their homes.
Overwhelmingly, the police department received high marks regarding the professionalism of our
staff, how approachable and friendly we seem to be, and how well we communicate with the
community. Our citizens were also impressed by our responsiveness to community needs, our actual
response time to calls for service, and the overall confidence in knowing that our police department
can provide appropriate police services to the City of Lake Forest Park
This is great news, and there is so much more of the same throughout the survey responses.
However, the more important and actionable information comes from your responses to the
questions related to what you feel we can do better. Most, if not all, of the negative comments
contained within the survey are linked to service gaps, and/or perceived service gaps. The remainder
of this report will be dedicated to explaining more about those gaps and what we are doing to
address them – both in the long-term and short-term. The results of the survey can be found at the
end of this report.
The number one concern from our citizens is speeding and traffic enforcement, mainly on our arterial
roads and neighborhoods. This is not news to the department, as we often receive complaints
regarding NE 178th, NE 160th, Lago Way, Perkins Way, Brookside Blvd, 55th Ave NE, and the “Goat
Trail” to name of few. This year, the department created a Strategic Traffic Safety Plan to address
some of these areas and support our annual Operational Plan
http://www.cityoflfp.com/DocumentCenter/View/2695. The traffic safety plan has four components;
Speed Reduction, Impaired Driving, Distracted Driving, and Occupant Protection. A noticeable
measure will be the deployment of newly acquired portable Active Speed Warning Signs, which will
be used in neighborhoods as a visual deterrent to reduce speed and gather relevant data to help
deploy our staff more efficiently. However, as you can imagine, the number one deterrent for
speeding is active speed enforcement. Both the survey and our own staff scheduling model identifies
this as a huge gap. The department has one officer assigned to traffic enforcement but that traffic
officer has rarely been able to concentrate his daily work on traffic related enforcement due to
staffing challenges created by various factors over the past several years. Rather, he has been
assigned to a patrol squad due to minimum staffing requirements (see minimum staffing discussion
later in this document).

The City is in the final stages of entering into an agreement with a consulting firm to launch our Safe
Streets initiative. The goal of Safe Streets will be to work with neighborhood groups to identify our
top safety concerns for pedestrians and bicyclists in the City. What that means is that we will be
developing, with your help, a list of priorities with regard to traffic calming and other measures to
make our streets safer. Once we have our list, we will begin the process to appropriately addressing
the issues identified.
Your next concern identified was the lack of neighborhood patrols by our officers to help deter
property crimes in our neighborhoods. Once again, the Police Department has identified
neighborhood and proactive patrols as a high priority in our annual Operations Plan. Daily, our staff
patrol neighborhoods as time always looking for suspicious activity. However, because of the
demands for our calls for service and our minimum staffing model, we are not as present in
neighborhoods as we all would like. However, we rely heavily on our citizens to be the eyes and ears
for us, utilizing the 911 call system to promptly notify us when something is out of place. In 2015, the
Police Department arrested 20 individuals for residential burglary, eight of which were caught in the
act and called in by our citizenry. The partnership between our citizens and the police department
cannot be overstated.
Speaking of the 911 call system, there were a couple of comments regarding the use of our nonemergency line to report a crime. As a general rule, we would like all police calls for service to be
vetted through 911. If calling via cellular phone, notify the dispatcher that you would like to be
transferred to the Bothell 911 Center to report a crime. By doing so, all calls are logged and tracked in
our computer aided dispatch program, and most importantly, all calls for service will be answered by
our staff.
Another concern was related to foot patrols in neighborhoods, businesses, and schools. As you can
see from the above, this type of activity is more about capacity. The schools are our priority. We try
and have an officer on foot patrol every day at each school, either in the morning or in the afternoon.
We do get complaints about bicyclists on the Burke Gilman Trail. The trail is considered a King County
park and under their jurisdiction, although when we have the resources available, we try and enforce
traffic and other violations.
The citizens of Lake Forest Park, like most any other city in the United States, want its police officers
trained to the highest standards. There were several comments regarding use of force, biased based
policing, and de-escalation training. When reviewing our Operational Plan, you will see that our Goal
#3 states: Provide appropriate resources to employees that foster a safe, ethical, innovative,
knowledgeable, and diverse workforce. Our officers are attending the latest in cultural diversity
training, crisis intervention training, crisis intervention training with use of force options, and Blue
Courage training http://bluecourage.com/ to name a few. Annually, the department produces a
Racial Profiling report that digs into our enforcement data looking for trends. I am very proud to
report that the department has not received a complaint of biased based policing, excessive force
complaints, nor have we seen any indication of it through our reporting data.
Over the past several years, the police department has attempted to work on our community
outreach. We are now on Facebook , Twitter , Nextdoor , and we have created the Lake Forest
Park Community Partners Emergency Notification System. Annually, your officers attend every

National Night Out party on the first Tuesday of August- last year there were over 30 gatherings. Our
staff is committed to community service, as we participate in the Chief for a Day program, Shop with
a Cop program, and sponsor an annual Salmon Bake for Special Olympics. For those respondents that
would like more information about our outreach activities, would like to start a Block Watch, join
Crime Watch or our emergency worker volunteer corps, or would like to be added to our notification
system, please send an email to police@cityoflfp.com and we will set you up.
As stated above, most of our service gaps are related to our staffing capacity. Recently, we completed
a staffing survey for the Mayor, who is currently evaluating the results. It is the policy of the police
department to never fall below the basic minimum staffing, which is two patrol elements assigned to
work the streets at any given time. Minimum staffing is particularly common in small communities
where there are relatively few citizen-generated demands for police service yet residents expect a
minimum number of officers to be on duty at all times. Also, this type of staffing model ensures only
the minimum level of officer safety, knowing that at least two officers must respond to certain types
of calls. Lake Forest Park is a small community, however because of the demands for service and the
expectation of our citizens for response, the minimum staffing model is not working.
Often, officers are challenged with multiple simultaneously occurring calls for service and may rely on
our partner agencies (Shoreline PD, Bothell PD, and Kenmore PD), to respond to the City in an
assisting role. It is often frustrating for department staff to work with only one other officer during a
shift. The current staffing model limits the proactive work which is a key element in preventing crime
before it happens. Finally, it negatively affects the capacity of the City to properly handle all
situations, exposes additional risk, and does not provide for the best community and officer safety.
As mentioned above, the minimum staffing model effectively eliminates our dedicated traffic
enforcement position by requiring that officer to work as a general patrol officer. Our traffic officer
had to be assigned to fill a general patrol position for three months in 2015 and six months in 2016.
As indicated in this survey, we asked you- “We are always trying to do a better job of serving our
citizens. For your neighborhood, how can we increase our service? 45.6% of respondents indicated
Police Officer in Patrol. Additionally, minimum staffing severely limits our general patrol officer’s
abilities to participate in special emphasis traffic and DUI patrols which are grant funded- we have the
grant funds but not the personnel to fill those spots on a consistent basis. Our narcotics canine
officer has also been relegated to general patrol duties for the entirety of 2015 and 2016 which has
had a significant negative impact in their availability for proactive criminal interdiction activities and
to partner with other proactive activities envisioned in the department’s Operational Plan.
Regardless of our staffing levels and our daily capacity, the employees of the Lake Forest Park Police
Department have your best interest in mind. When I speak to individuals and groups here in the City,
I often tell them of our efforts and priorities. I understand we are not perfect and we do make
mistakes, it is my belief that we are focused on meeting the expectations and providing the best in
public safety services for our citizens. As you read this report and the results of the survey, and have
comments/questions, please email me personally at ssutton@cityoflfp.com.
Steve Sutton
Chief of Police

Lake Forest Park Police Department – Citizen Survey on Police Services
158 Responses.
Ran survey from 09-06-16 to 09-27-16
Resident
Yes 99.4%
No 0.6%
Resident
Own 96.2%
Business Owner 3.8%
Rent 3.2%
Neighborhood Affiliation
Zone 1 43.0%
Zone 2 31.6%
Zone 3 25.3%
Business Owner
No 89.2%
Yes 10.8%
Business Affiliation
Zone 1 7.6%
Zone 2 5.1%
Zone 3 4.4%

How long have you lived in the
City?
11+ Years 63.3%
1-5 Years 18.4%
6-10 Years 14.6%
Business Owner 0.6%
Less than a Year 3.2%

What is your age?
65+ 31.0%
45-54 22.8%
55-64 21.5%
35-44 13.3%
25-34 4.4%
18-24 0.0%

Years owning business in Lake
Forest Park?
Resident Only 86.7%
11+ Years 7.0%
1-5 Years 3.2%
6-10 Years 1.3%
Less than a Year 1.9%

What is your gender?
Female 55.7%
Male 36.1%
Prefer not to answer 8.2%
What is your race or ethnic
background?
White 78.5%
Prefer not to answer 14.6%
Asian/Pacific Islander 4.4%
White-Hispanic 1.9%
Black 0, 0.0%
Black-Hispanic 0, 0.0%
Indian/Alaskan 0.0%

How are we doing?
Excellent 59.5%
Good 33.5%
Fair 4.4%
Don't Know 2.5%
Poor 0.0%
In your home
Very Safe 63.3%
Safe 35.4%
Unsafe 1.3%
Don't Know 0.0%
In your neighborhood
Very Safe 55.1%
Safe 39.9%
Unsafe 3.8%
Don't Know 1.3%

In the Business District
Very Safe 63.3%
Safe 34.2%
Don't Know 2.5%
Unsafe 0.0%
At community events
Very Safe 61.4%
Safe 29.7%
Don't Know 8.9%
Unsafe 0.0%

Priority
Burglaries
Vehicle Break-ins
Drugs
Vandalism
Traffic Violations
Auto Thefts
Noise
Loitering

Average
1.43
3.11
4.07
4.15
4.18
4.36
5.50
6.15

Traffic Violations
1) 12.7%
2) 19.6%
3) 12.0%
4) 13.9%
5) 10.1%
6) 10.8%
7) 8.2%
8) 12.7%

Auto Thefts
1) 9.5%
2) 12.7%
3) 14.6%
4) 15.8%
5) 16.5%
6) 13.3%
7) 9.5%
8) 8.2%

Burglaries
1) 77.2%
2) 15.2%
3) 3.8%
4) 0.6%
5) 0.6%
6) 0.6%
7) 0.6%
8) 1.3%

Drugs
1) 13.3%
2) 13.9%
3) 19.0%
4) 13.9%
5) 14.6%
6) 7.6%
7) 7.0%
8) 10.8%

Loitering
1) 5.7%
2) 3.8%
3) 7.0%
4) 7.0%
5) 8.2%
6) 6.3%
7) 22.8%
8) 39.2%

Vehicle Prowl/Break-ins
1) 15.8%
2) 31.0%
3) 19.0%
4) 13.9%
5) 10.8%
6) 2.5%
7) 3.8%
8) 3.2%

Vandalism
1) 9.5%
2) 14.6%
3) 12.7%
4) 20.9%
5) 15.2%
6) 15.8%
7) 7.6%
8) 3.8%

Noise
1) 4.4%
2) 9.5%
3) 10.8%
4) 5.1%
5) 13.3%
6) 16.5%
7) 15.2%
8) 25.3%

Crimes against person’s assault, robbery
No Concerned 42.4%
Somewhat Concerned 43.0%
Very Concerned 14.6%

Crime prevention
programs
Very 60.8%
Somewhat 35.4%
Not at all 3.8%

Crimes against property theft, burglary, vandalism
Graffiti abatement
Somewhat Concerned 58.2%
Very Concerned 37.3%
Somewhat 57.6%
No Concerned 4.4%
Not at all 22.2%
Very 20.3%
Traffic enforcement speeding, collisions
Traffic enforcement
Somewhat Concerned 46.2%
Very Concerned 32.9%
Somewhat 47.5%
No Concern 20.9%
Very 46.2%
Not at all 6.3%
We are always trying to do a better job of serving
Drug enforcement
our citizens. For your neighborhood, how can we
increase our service? Select all that apply
Somewhat 48.7%
Police Officer in Patrol 45.6%
Very 38.6%
Acceptable as is 40.5%
Not at all 12.7%
Bicycle Patrol 17.1%
Proactive Police Team
Other 12.0%
Somewhat 51.9%
Foot Patrol 7.0%
Very 31.6.9%
Not at all 16.5%

Have you had contact with the Lake
Forest Park Police Department in the
past 2 years?
Yes 69.6%
No 30.4%

Are you aware of work the Police Department
is doing in the community to promote public
safety?
Yes 76.6%
No 23.4%

How would you rate your experience?
Excellent 53.2%
Good 13.9%
Fair 1.3%
Poor 1.3%

Check all those that you are aware of
National Night Out 81.0%
Block Watch 65.8%
Crime Watch 50.6%
Emergency Management 43.0%
Community Forum 34.8%
Other 5.7%
I am not aware of any of the listed 5.7%

How would you rate our employee’s
professionalism?
Excellent 56.3%
Good 8.9%
Fair 1.9%
Poor 1.3%

How do you get information from the Police
Department? Check all that apply
City Website 57.0%
Email 52.5%
Are you interested in receiving regular
Nextdoor 50.0%
updates/information on crime, police
Facebook 16.5%
activities, and emergency management?
Emergency Alert System 20.3%
Yes 76.6%
Block Watch Captain 13.9%
No 23.4%
Twitter 7.0%
Other 5.1%
I am not aware of any of the listed 1.9%

COMMENTS
ID

How was the contact made
with the Police Department?

What you like best about the
Police Department.

1391

911 and in person

Very personable. Great
response time and a genuine
concern for the neighbour
hood. Constantly told to call if
we see something.

1392

Approachable

1393 heavy traffic on Bothell Way

interviewed as witness to fatal
pedestrian/vehicle collision
email

1394

Neighborhood safety meeting

1395

911 call

Your transparency and
frequent updates
I love the increased
communication from the
department and the focus on
rebuilding the Block Watch
program.
Everyone I've met has been
super friendly and
professional. I like seeing them
drive through our
neighborhoods and know
they're keeping an eye on
things.

1396

Other concerns?

If Other, please explain

I would love to see someone
waiting for speeders on NE
160th (leaving the high school)
or on 35th Ave NE where
160th ends during commute
times. We've had a few of
those speed signs up, but they
don't seem to do much good.
People speed down our street
all the time. If a patrol car was
parked in a driveway or on the

I went to city hall and spoke
with someone in the police
department.

very friendly, approachable

What improvements you
would most like to see
implemented.
Keep up the great work!

Other comments or ideas:

Speed abatement measures on
Lago Place NE. Very popular
walking area with no
sidewalks. Traffic can move
pretty fast hugging the slight
curves in the road. Even a
study on the road to see if my
qualitative assessment is
accurate would be
appreciated.

More traffic patrols on 160th
during peak commute
slow down on Bothell Way,
safe crossing between 165th
and 154th Street

Thank you for all you do to
make our neighborhoods safe!

side of the road you could
issue a ton of tickets every
hour during commute times.

1397 Speeding / reckless driving on
Perkins Way NE

1398 I don't know if this is an issue
the police can solve, but the
high level of mentally
handicapped folks who just get
dropped off at the Commons is
a concern for me. Usually it's
just fine, and everyone has a
right to be there, but it's
starting to feel like a dumping
ground for mental health
workers to go take a break,
and sometimes those folks can
get upset/violent.
1399 School safety. I have 2 children
in middle school this year. One
moving to high school next
year. My safety concerns range
across all hazards in school
settings.

emails & neighborhood
meeting

It would be nice to see the
police in the commons/town
center more...have a cup of
coffee and socialize: It's time
well spent.

Very fast response time / good
communication

The officers have always struck
me as friendly. I think that's
important, we all need to build
up goodwill in the good times
to draw against in the bad
times.

911 call

Transparency, professionalism,
community
involvement/dialog, positive
"extra-mile" attitude (e.g. the
reminder not to set off
fireworks within city limits
came with a list of
events/locations where
fireworks were organized
professionally)

Continue good work with
burglary control. I would like
to see speed monitoring on
Perkins Way NE. There are lots
of walkers, bicyclist, and
animals on our street at risk
from chronic speeding and
overuse.
Less "in the car time" and
more "out and about among
folks" time.

I would like to see Perkins be
turned into a "local access
only" street.

More patrols and visibility
during "burglary hours" - if
there is such a thing.

Dialog with parents about
youth drug use and prevention
(high school students).

keep up the good work. :)

1400

Crime Watch member

1401

home break in

1402

Through 911

1403

1404

1405 We have a lot of drug activity
on our dead end street which
concerns us greatly, plus we
have a lot of commuters
parking at the dead end which
we feel is bringing car
prowls/break-ins to the area
because they know the owners
won't be returning for
sometime.

Enforce no cut through on NE
178th

Verbally, and my concerns
were dismissed as not
important
phone, in person

More traffic enforcement on
Brookside Blvd. NE

approachable - professional feel like part of the community
They are friendly and helpful.
Excellent in sending updates
and information on what's
going on throughout LFP.
I have had little to no contact
with the department but I truly
appreciate they services
provided.

traffic enforcement - too much
speeding in LFP
Continue catching the crooks
breaking into homes!

My family and I live on NE
160th. I would love to see
more policing of speed limits
in the surrounding areas, in
particular those by the three
schools that are all within 4
blocks of our home. We have
a number of new families
moving in with small children
and traffic safety is a serious
concern.
Enforce no cut through and
speed on NE 178th between
47th Ave NE and Uplake

If possible, have enforcement
for speed between 3-5 PM
weekdays and anytime at your
convenience on weekends.
Speeders going WAY over
25MPH.

1406

1407

1408

1409
1410
1411

The presence and
professionalism. I like to see
the cars on patrol throughout
the city.

Neighborhood night out

Immediate response to all
problems. I feel very well
protected in LFP and the
community outreach you are
conducting.
I reached out via phone call to For a small department, they
an LFP police leader about
are very professional and are
how to dispose of old
attentive to our communities
ammunition recovered from
requirements. The police chief
parents house and was
does a good job of
enlightened on proper disposal communicating public safety
and the minimal risk this
messages and keeps the
product posed.
community informed of crime
awareness.
Your professionalism and
prompt action when needed.
phone

1412

1413

Very responsive and
professional

Since the idiots in the city
council find it convenient to
allow marijuana production,
sale and use in the city, the
police department should be
better funded.

Nothing I can think of right
now.

I would like to see more in the
way of community outreach
and availability of programs
that the public can benefit
from.

None that I can think of.

friendly,

Appreciate the updates we are
given on Nextdoor

Street blocked by power line

Larger police budget. Feel free
to reduce the parks budget.

Keep up the great work!

No free RIGHT TURN @
Ballinger to Eastbound Bothell
Way. There is not a clear view
of traffic or buses. Burke
Gillman Trail users have a
"Walk" signal. This creates a
very dangerous situation.
More patrol to cut down on
burglaries; enforcement of
speeding violations in my
neighborhood, particularly on
47th Ave NE.

1414

by phone.

What we will need to watch
for if there is something bad
happening.
None. I think the job you're
doing is fantastic and it's great
the way you work to engage
the neighborhood

phone call

I like best that I see the patrol
driving by my street every so
often.
They are responsive,
professional, friendly, and
have a presence in the
neighborhood without making
it feel like we're constantly
being watched
Visibility and friendliness.

1415

via 911 to report suspicious
activity

1416

1417
1418

Policing BGT

Local policing is always best.

Automatic tickets for speeding
on 522

1419

National Night Out Against
Crime

1420

in person and by phone

I really like how present the
police are in LFP. I feel like I
see them all the time and it's
comforting.
The interaction with police in
public forums and online.

1421 Cut threw traffic speeding
through our neighborhoods.
Developers clear cutting- I
know these aren't really the
domain of the police... but
can't it be? You are doing such
a good job in contrast to our
city. Maybe you can help the
city with communication too.
=)

I am actually very impressed
with the service you provide to
our community.

by phone

Would love to have car(s)
located at the intersection of
195th & Ballinger. So many
people run red lights at this
intersection, one or two
patrolpersons could be kept
busy all day long.

Continued dialogue with
residents about diferent
issues.
The communication has been
I guess in light of what I wrote,
just right. It allows me to feel
it is nice to see the
that there is a personal
involvement of the police in
relationship with our police
non crime situations as it gives
and therefore feel safer
the community a chance to
without feeling like we are
gain a positive familiarity. It
living in a police state. I also
would be nice if we can know
liked the sensitivity training
who our police people are not
they must be getting as the the just as people in uniforms, but
police who I have had
maybe who they are as people
interactions with were very
too?
aware of not stereotyping

More awards given to police
members for the great job
they are doing.

people. Finally, our police
force feels like they are apart
of our community which is a
very comforting feeling.

1422

1423
1424

1425

We called 911 to report car
vandalism. Officer responded
quickly; was excellent.
I stopped to give some legal
assistance to a motorist that
had been stopped by the
LFPPD and I was pushy,
intrusive and distracting to the
officers. The older more
experienced officer took me
aside gently and asked me
what my interest in the
situation was. He very deftly
told me what the stop was
about, calmed me down, and
not to be concerned. The
other officer - much younger,
was more "I'm the cop and you
do what I say NOW." I was
extremely impressed with the
older officer's way of deescalting the situation of an
intrusive, older LFP resident. I
am pleased to be able to tell of
this occurrence now.
call/visit

visibilty
The capable and thoughtful
way of de-escalating
situations. Its prompt response
to middle of the night calls,

I none that I can think of
Not much, really.

It's our community police force
with a total focus on LFP - not

Just better patrol of the BG
Trail

none

consigned out the the Sheriff's
Dept.
1426
1427 Speeding on 178th between
Brookside and Ballanger

1428
1429 The Fourth of July. Fireworks
are illegal, yet they are
constantly going off for at least
a week before the holiday and
for several days afterwards. I
am very concerned about fire
and the noise itself is really
problematic, especially for
animals. How can we better
enforce the fireworks ban?

Extra patrol on 4th of July

Phone

Not much interaction with the
Police Department

I would like to see more
patrolling, stop signs or traffic
circles on NE 178th to help
with speeding cars. This has
been a real problem since I
moved here

I don't believe your speed
machine works as I have
watched it as it is usually
across the street from my
home and it is not registering
the right speeds people are
driving.

- Responsiveness. When I have
had noise complaints, an
officer is out quickly.

(1) Increased enforcement and
patrol on 4th of July for
fireworks ban.

- GREAT job in installing
flashing lights at the crosswalk
on Brookside Blvd. near the
fire station, and also
disallowing left turns onto
Bothell Hwy from Brookside
Blvd.

(2) Confidentiality. There have
been 2 noise complaints on
our street where somehow,
the offender got the name of
the person who complained
and came to their house to
harass them. One was me, and
one was a neighbor. I called
and asked if the name of the
person reporting the issue
would be given to the offender
and the dispatcher said no. I
don't understand how the
offenders got the names, and
it really concerns me,
especially if the person who
was committing the offense
was dangerous/drunk/etc.

I'd love to see a 4-way stop at
the intersection of NE 178th,
NE 180th, and Brookside Blvd.
(by Animal Acres Park, Eagle
Scout Park and the
church/school). That is a
dangerous intersection with
some visibility issues. It would
also slow thru traffic.

(3) Some kind of speed
abatement on 25th Ave NE
between NE 178th and NE
175th. People really fly up and

down that hill and around the
curve.
(4) Work with Shoreline PD
(who has not responded to my
request) to install a left-turn
arrow signal at 15th Ave NE
(southbound) and 24th Ave
NE.

1430 unwelcoming to new comers,
neighbors hostile, roaming
dogs, barking dogs, mail theft
1431
1432
1433

1434

patrol cars on occasion

information via next-door

911 Call

phone

Very responsive - I know for a
fact that other police
departments (Seattle) don't
respond in a timely manner to
issue in the neighborhood.
Their response time - their
professionalism - their
friendliness - the regular

(5) Work with Shoreline PD
and/or highway patrol (neither
of whom have responded to
multiple requests) to prevent
right turns on red for
eastbound drivers on NE 175th
accessing the southbound I-5
onramp. This is a major hazard
and a bottleneck during
morning commute hours.
Eastbound traffic needs to
stop if their light is red/the
left-turn light for westbound
drivers is green.
neighbor complaint/
intervention/ mediation for
fences, encroachment etc.

Would like to see more patrols
on the neighborhood - seems
like there used to be more, but
maybe I'm just not around
when they happen.
I don't have any complaints,
just praise

Overall - very happy with the
LFP Police Department. Exactly
the level of service that I
expected when moving up
here (now 11+ years ago)
I live on xxx which is a dead
end street t-ing at Shore Drive.
There have been a few

emails from Chief Sutton. He is
beyond amazing.
1435

1436

1437
1438
1439

use the cameras to catch
speeders and other traffic
violations

email

Quick response

talked with them when they
were setting the school
cameras.

They have much improved
since I moved here.

incidents and I'd appreciate
more presence.
Traffic
enforcement/pedestrian
safety at 170th & Bothell Way
We have so many speeders
throughout Lake Forest Park
side roads now.

by neighbor as 8 mailboxes
were broken into and officer
contacts all of us

1440

None

1441

phone call and in person

That this is an actual municipal
police department and not
contract employees from King
County.

1442

National Crime Night out.

The presence, keeping us
informed, the professionalism.

Increased funding to support
more officers, equipment, and
support personnel , and a
more robust presence in the
city at all hours. I used to see
patrol vehicles on my street at
least twice an evening, now I
rarely see one.
None at this time

Thanks for all that the police
do currently

I like that Steve Sutton does
regular updates online in next
door
The size of the police
department is adequate for
our city. We do not need
more officers, undercover
units, siu etc. It is important
for the City to balance overall
service and not concentrate
only on one department. In a
nutshell, we do not need
additional funding for the
police department.

1443

Police came to our door.

Their community outreach,
keeping the public informed.

1444

I went to police station

1445

Officer at our home
investigating a neighborhood
crime. Chief Sutton at
Neighborhood Night Out a few
times.

every contact we have had has
been with officers who are
polite, concerned and helpful.
Awesome communication,
dedication and commitment to
professionalism!

1446
1447
1448
1449 You guys and gals are
awesome - we LOVE you. My
only concern is that we work
hard to avoid racial profiling...I
want people of all colors and
walks of life to feel as safe and
welcome here as I do. I live
here in white privilege...it's
easy for me to feel welcome.
We have to make a concerted
effort to make everyone feel
welcome.
1450
1451

I would like to have a traffic
light camera to catch people
running red lights at the
intersection of Ballanger way
and Bothell Way. I see people
run that light several times a
day. I think that is a very
dangerous intersection
because of it.

I would like to see some of the
big trucks with the loud
exhaust pipes pulled over.
They are incredibly noisy on
Lake City Way/Bothell Way.

You are all over it! Thanks for
such great work. We are very
lucky to have this team with
such a great culture.
Bike patrols

Telephone
by calling

through 911 house alarm
false alarm

Good response time and things
are well explained.
Visibility
I love the leadership of the
chief - approachable, seems
transparent, focused on
building community. Every
contact I have had with an
officer has been respectful and
positive.

the friendly employees
Community involvement,
successful crime policing and a
community engaged police
chief.

LFP is getting more racially and
economically diverse. I would
like us to work more on equity
for all our neighbors.

Speeding on arterials in LFP.
The city used to have a rep as
a speed trap. Personally, I
wouldn't mind if it regained

Reinstitute visible radar traffic
patrols on arterials on a
rotating basis. Never let 'em
know where a trap might be :-)

that rep. It could dissuade
many potential jackasses from
speeding in LFP. It could help
prevent loss of life.
1452
1453
1454

National Night Out event
Blockwatch
neighborhood night out

1455

phone and in person

1456

officer in patrol car

1457

Block watch meetings

1458

1) Stalking/harassment
complaint
2) Alarm went off at our home

friendly, solve crimes
doing a good job under current
budget
Diligent on working
thefts/robberies and getting
the bad guys. Community
outreach.
Local nature.

Access and willingness to come
to Block parties and host
evening neighborhood
gatherings.
Personable, approachable,
concerned, and seem to be
quite involved/invested in our
community.

patrol more often

We have seen several contacts
with a nearby neighbor.
Recognizing privacy concerns,
we wonder what is going on
and if we should be
concerned. Woud. Officer
or email contact with
neighbors be possible?

When walking one night we
saw lots of helicopter with
searchlight activity. We
wondered if there was a
danger we should be aware of.
How could we find out?

Traffic/speeding laws enforced
- esp. on the few streets
around here that actually have
sidewalks and thus see more
foot traffic/bus stops/etc.

How about one of those signs
that tells you how fast you are
traveling down 47th ave NE? I
know you say you've studied
this area and have not found a
lot of violators, but as
someone who walks that
stretch everyday, I assure you
a significant number of people
are speeding (otherwise there
wouldn't be a huge gush/wall
of air that hits you when they
pass by), encroaching upon the
sidewalks/shoulders, and

generally not driving
responsibly around
pedestrians and school bus
stops. This is a real concern for
those of us to live and walk
this area all of the time. Thank
you for your consideration.

1459

Never saw an officer, but
received a speeding ticket two
blocks from home dispensed
by camera patrol.

1460

1461 Barking dogs

1462 Mail theft
Daytime break in's

1463
1464

More residential 25 MPH signs
on roads like NE 182nd
speeding commuters need ot
be slowed down - dangerous
kids etc..

Someone broke into my home
in the middle of the day. On
more positive note I see
officers at ZNE 182nd street
party - a welcome sight. Very
pleasant community
recognition

Availability

They seem prompt, efficient &
not omni-present (meaning it
feels like they get the job done
without you feeling like you're
living in a militant state).
the Chief seems to really care
about the community. Often
there is a car driving through
our neighborhood
Friendly...we are all people
and Police officers are no
exception...a difficult job and
most of us recognize that and
want a good relation with
those that serve and help in
community.
They care and do a great job of
protecting our community.
professionalism

Either use all those patrol cars
or hide them somewhere.

Mostly related to logistics of
commuters driving entirely too
fast on residential streets.

continue to emphasize hiring
diverse officers

I get the impression that the
LFPPD has too many vehicles
(as noted by those parked near

City Hall), leading to increased
costs. Thanks for asking!!
1465

cruising the neighborhoods.
Makine presence known

response to burglary alarm

1466

More frequent speed limit
monitoring

Written communication with
chief

1467
1468
1469

visit to LFPPD
When officer was dealing with
traffic issues in our area

1470

1471
1472 homeless

1474

traffic enforcement, people
speeding through LFP

More neighborhood patrol

Timely communications

We are safer because of the
Police. You put your lives on
the line for us and I am so very
grateful. You have a hard job
and do it well
Friendly. Committed.
The Police Chief: accessibility
and public presence. Ongoing
efforts to be in touch, improve,
and communicate.

Better race relationship
between police and minorities.
I don't know if it is a problem
in LFP, but I hear about it.

Plan for the day we will have
homeless visible.

Keep going in same positive
direction and keep us
informed!

A neighbor's house was
robbed.

Very friendly and
approachable. Really
appreciate what you do to
positively connect with LFP
Elementary and its students
(where we have children).

Thank you for all you do for
our community!

Sunday farmers market

The commitment to being
approachable and to
understanding community's
needs and interests.

Can't think of anything right
now. Really appreciate that
our little LFP has its own police
department. We would be
very under-served , I believe, if
we were to be a part of Seattle
or another district.
I'd like to see better traffic
enforcement. Ballinger and
Bothell Way are the main
roads through LFP. I think we
should make all other
corridors people race through
less attractive for being

Can't answer because don't
know what police presence is
regularly assigned to my
neighborhood. Rarely see
police car or personnel here.

1473

Officers seem diligent and very
polite and caring. Make me
feel safe and that someone is
listening to me.
Responsive

Let's generate a strong
reputation for not being
somewhere you can speed
without getting a ticket. And, I
would think it could be a great
way to increase revenues.
More speeding tickets please!

treated as a thoroughfare.
Speed bumps, regular traffic
patrols, speed abatement
measures like the traffic circles
and cobblestone/rumble bump
cross walks, etc.
1475 The school traffic cameras are
terrible, most not even being
near a school.
1476

non-emergency police number

1477

Officer came to Neighbors
Night Out

1478

meeting at watercrest apts.
And officers talking to me
when i'm walking the dog.

1479 Irresponsible driving in
pedestrian areas
Irresponsible burning - burning
during burn bans and burning
wet wood or damping down
too far creating way too much
polution - we need
enforcement of burning regs

Follow-up, Crime Watch

They care.
the new report ahead when
you see something suspicious
and Next Door neighbor
reports
Their friendliness and
responsiveness to our
questions and needs.
Everyone is so approachable
and competent

Maybe more help for their
department.

Stronger enforcement of
traffic in pedestrian zones
including roadside paths along
roads where there are no
sidewalks. Stronger
enforcement of burning
regulations and smoke
production.

Help community members
know how to deal with road
rage i.e. often when I'm driving
the "school zone" speed
there's an angry car on my tail.
Its nerve racking to say the
least. What to do? And as
more trees are removed,
things are opening up and
housing development
increases I am witnessing an
obvious increase in what I
consider dangerous driving
and walking conditions.

1480 Pedestrian safety--this is sort
of "traffic violations" but not
really. Will involve working
with planning folks more than
strictly law enforcement.

More reminders to drivers that
the speed limit is 30 and there
are lots of peds

1482
1483
1484

1485
1486 Speeding, especially on NE
178th St.
1487 Lack of adequate street
lighting and sidewalks makes
me feel very unsafe when
walking in the dark or taking
my young daughter for a bike
ride.

1488

station police on NE 178th St.

We have lived here a short
time, but the police
department seems
approachable and interested
in community policing, which
is great. I have not had enough
interactions to know whether
my perceptions are true, but in
general, I think the
department has a decent
relationship with the
community...and that's
important given events around
the country.

Most of my gripes are more
with planning and traffic
control at a planning level than
police enforcement. But I
guess that is part of the
equation. I've lived in many
states and many cities and LFP
is the least pedestrian-friendly
community I have resided in.
As an avid walker and cyclist,
I'd like to see this improved.

Fast and quick response

None
More de-escalation
training/community policing
efforts. Bring back the police
officer who plays with and
connects with kids.
slow traffic on ballinger way speeds have crept up again
More monitoring of the
speeding on NE 178th St..

by phone/email regarding

responsiveness

I called 911

They are prompt.

VIA 911

and professional.
Commitment and dedication
to the community and
residents. Your presence at
the annual summer block
parties. Giving us the freedom
to call 911 even if there is a
suspicion that something
doesn't seem right.

More of a police presence
(watch) patrolling our area.
Just your frequent presence
can deter burglaries and other
crimes.

Since many volunteers get
fingerprinted now days, I
would like to see that
implemented at the LFP

There was a recent spate of
car prowls in Horizon View--I
liked that the department
used NextDoor to
communicate the break-ins
and remind people to lock-up.
Disseminating this information
was great. Sometimes
Nextdoor is a little quick to
judge "suspicious" people,
which irritates me, but I will
stay tuned as I think it's nice
that the city and police dept.
use it as a communication tool.

Too many mailbox robberies

station. As a resident, it's hard
to find another city's police
station who will do that for a
non resident.
1489

I appreciate that it is visible
and concerned with citizen
safety.

1490
1491

In person with an officer in his
patrol car and via 911.

1492 If by loitering, you mean
homeless or transients setting
up sites in LFP - then, I would
place this higher. As Seattle
fails to deal with its growing
homeless issues, I fear that
this issue will migrate north. I
also believe that drugs trigger
most of the other problems
you list in this survey.
1493

Even though it is outside LFP, I
wish there was more LFP
police visibility at Shorecrest
and Kellogg, working alongside
the SRO there.

1494

speeding traffic patrol

1495 I have spoken to police officers
on several occasions regarding
the traffic on our street. We
have no sidewalks. Each time
the police officer said: there is

We called 9-1-1

Officers seem to have the best
interested of the community in
mind. That is what our family
most wants from the city and
city services a focus on quality
of life of residents.
Quick updates on when a
trend in crime develops via
email or other communication
(i.e. "six break-ins in the last
week near Neighborhood A")

911 / In person response.

The LFP police seems
genuinely concerned about
citizens and makes proactive
investment in the health of our
community, not just reactive
responses to incidents.

email

Quick response rate

Face to face

Quick updates on when and
how you nail the criminals not so we let our guard down,
but so that there is closure to
that trend.

There is a tendency to ignore
lower risk activities
(abandoned vehicles and
homes) until there is a crime.
There are a large number of
door to door scam artists at
work.
More police presence in
neighborhoods
I would like to see the police
more concerned about traffic
management. I would like to
see the department offer
solutions - like organizing

More communication via
Shoreline Area News.

nothing we can do. Not a very
caring or helpful remark.

1497 Problematic neighbor that
sneaks onto property to steal
and cause problems. I placed
8 cameras around house, but
he attempted to poison dogs.
Two police reports have been
filed. I believe he's been inside
my house on more than one
occasion, but not since
cameras were installed. I did
catch him pulling a 30 foot
branch onto my property in
the dark and confronted him
with that, telling him to not
come onto my property again.
I am in fear for my safety and
my dogs' safety.
1498

blocks to choose traffic
calming strategies.

Once in person, once on the
phone

Chief Sutton's posts on
Neighborhood

More help with troublesome a
neighbor,

I am not aware of safeguards
built in to the LFPPD hiring
process, but have seen the
results of other cities poor
choices in hiring police officers
which have resulted in victim
payouts at the expense of the
city (i.e. Seattle).

Please do not expose our city
to such potential liabilities.
I want to see the bar for hiring
be raised, even if opening go
unfilled, to include

investigation of any prior
citizen complains in the
applicant background check.

1499

Neighborhood night out

They are working hard to
inform citizens, solve crimes
and promote prevention. i am
impressed by Chief Sutton's
efforts to interact with the
community.

Spend less time on traffic
enforcement and use it for
neighborhood patrols.

1500
1501

night out against crime

The friendly, personable,
officers that come to Night out
against crime. Officer Steve
Sutton and the emails I recieve
from the department.
Communications on Next Door
are frequent

Unsure. Always like ways,
ideas, suggestions, for families
to be safer in their
communities.

1504

1507 Tree ordinance enforcement,
when Planning Department is
closed I expect response from
a 911 call. Some neighbors say
they have been rebuffed by
911.
1508 1) environmental- nearly all
illegal activities that harm our
community's resources for the
long term occur on Friday
evening through Sunday. This

response to a hit and run near
my home

robbery

I'd like to see police officers
getting into the neighborhoods
more often. The more they
know the residents, the more
the residents will feel
comfortable. And the more the
officers will see what's out of
place/unusual.

might not seem like an
emergency, but trulydocumentation, and possible
stop of illegal activity requires
our police force
1509

1510 We called the non-emergency
line one night, trying to get
help for someone who'd had a
car accident, and couldn't get
an answer--very frustrating.
1511 Barking Dogs! (aka 'noise)

Non-emergency dispatch
always available (live human
always picks up)

Non-emergency dispatch

Professionalism and friendly
demeanor

Non-emergency dispatch
always available (live human
always picks up)

For the most part they're
pretty 'invisible' AND yet I feel
very safe and protected.

Seem to be doing just fine.

investigation of vandalism-detective came to us--she was
excellent

I recently witnessed an arrest
in front of my house in which a
young man of color (who was
apparently unarmed) was
detained. The initial
responding officer's reaction
seemed extreme (under what I
was perceiving as the
circumstances) and I've
frequently wondered what
caused the initial call-forservice and how the young
man was eventually processed.
I've also wondered if racial
stereotypes played any role in
how the initial officer reacted
(though my subsequent
observations indicated the
suspect was reasonably
treated after that). Do you
perceive that you're having
any issue with racial profiling
in LFP?

1513

1514

1515

1518 stolen mail

national night out.

I was nearly bitten by a dog
that escaped its owner in front
of Great Harvest Bakery
recently. The owner was
uncooperative, so I went to
the Police Station to report.
Staff was not very helpful, and
had me phone in, even though
I was right there! There
should be more of an ability
for the community to connect
while at the Town Center if
there is a problem there.

See question 5. Also I emailed
police chief and he did not
respond.

Not like the Seattle Police
Dept. but we are in a bubble
here.

Local and community feel.

Traffic enforcement on my
street. 178th st between 4200
block and Uplake/Kenmore.

Police officer available to talk
to at Police Station if practical.
See question 5.

Regular updates and
reminders on Nextdoor on
how to stay safe.

Its unfortunate that the police
department operates on a
shoe string budget ("only for
essential services") given the
amount of taxes I pay per year,
its really not an equitable
arrangement. LFP is growing
and it would behoove you to
rethink the allocation of
resources before its too late
and something bad happens. I
love where I live and don't
want to see it go downhill.
Thanks.
More work with community to
improve bicycle/pedestrian
safety. Changing our
infrastructure to promote
lower traffic speeds with
speed bumps, traffic circles
similar to what City of
Shoreline and Seattle do.
Police dept. should be more
proactive to encourage City to
do more.

Additional pointers on ways
homeowners can improve
security - security cameras (do
they work?), locking mail
boxes, etc.
change communication so you
do not rely so much on
Facebook.

1519

Proactive communication...

Only give traffic citations when
the driver is actually
endangering pedestrians, not
for ticky-tack violations. I've
gotten two traffic tickets over
the past fifteen years in LFP,
and both were for ticky-tack
violations where nobody was
endangered.

And please enforce bicyclists
blowing through the Stop Sign
at 165th & Beach Drive on the
Burke-Gilman Trail. I've almost
been hit their several times.
1520
1521 Police training in deescalation,
mental health
knowledge/awareness/issues,
and education around profiling
of any kind, especially learning
about the insidiousness of
personal bias (that we all
have).

1523 Keep homeless encampments
out of LFP.

Officer pulled over my parents
from Portland. They were a
little lost trying to find our new
house and inadvertently made
a "California stop". The officer
reminded them to stop a bit
longer at intersections and
then helped them find their
way. They are in their late 70's
and really appreciated both
the help and the reminder.
via 911

They have a pretty good
reputation with the people
that I know.

Add a FAQ about training
programs/goals so they are
more obvious to residents. Or
maybe I don't know where to
look to find out.

You're talking to us.

Not sure.

More day-to-day visibility via
foot and bicycle patrols. Get
officers out of their patrol cars.

1525

1526
1527 1) Setting up Active Shooter
training/drills in LFP and
Brookside elementary schools
and private daycares within
LFP.
2) Ensuring that 911
dispatchers are trained to
field/diagnose mental healthrelated incidents when taking
calls. This triage could involve
asking a specific set of
questions to determine
whether the incident being
reported involves a mental
health issue. If so, then there
should be certain steps to
involve mental health
professionals and/or an
ambulance to accompany the
police.

See my above list of
concerns/recommendations

I called, then an officer came
to my house.
Police officers came to our
neighborhood block party to
get to know the neighbors and
dispense safety information.

The volunteer neighborhood
crime watch guys who drive
around and check on people's
homes when they're away is
the most helpful service!

The volunteer neighborhood
crime watch guys should be
paid.

The police station is near my
neighborhood, so it feels like
they're easily accessible. I like
the police department's
proactiveness in reaching out
to my neighborhood and
introducing themselves.

I'd like to see the police
department actively trying to
engage with the communities
of color to build great
relationships with them. LFP is
a predominantly-White
neighborhood, but that
dynamic is changing, and as
more and more new (mostly)
families move in. Lastly,
incidents involving mental
health illnesses seem to be on
the rise, so 911 dispatchers
and police must work together
to make sure that these
incidents are treated
differently than your typical
crime-related incident.

We appreciate the police not
wasting everyone's time by
ticketing dogs running offleash at Horizon View Park.
Very often people with pets
are the only ones using the
park, especially on rainy or
wintery days. We used to be
harrassed by the police but
they have gotten much
friendlier. Thank you. Good
dogs should be rewarded with
playtime, and playful dogs turn
into good dogs so its a win win
for everyone.

3) Regular testing and
treatment of police officers for
PTSD, as well as regularly
testing for racial bias
1528 Please support training and
equipping (arming) of select
volunteer teachers and
administrators as first
respondents (and deterrents)
in school attacks and other
emergency situations.
1529

1530

Great as is. THANKS!

Primarily through CrimeWatch
Patrol. Also, a response to a
call from a neighbor about an
activated sub-pump alarm.
Handled perfectly.

A superb level of
professionalism and
commitment to Lake Forest
Park.

THANKS!!! Please just keep on
keepin' on.

Community event.

Local control.

Concerned about the
appearance of officers;
tactical/military style uniforms
and weaponry very disturbing
and inconsistent with our low
crime rate. Offputting.

That it is a LOCAL police
agency and the services are
not contracted out to a much
larger agency. Our officers
become very familiar with
what is "normal" and can
easily identify when something
is atypical.

I would like to make sure that
our officers are paid a
competitive compensation
package to attract quality
personnel and minimize
turnover

Don't really know yet. Only
lived here 3 months.

1531

1532
1533
1534

hope you can get $ to add
more police to the force

National Night out
phone and in person
911

The officers are all very
professional and friendly.
Patrol presence & visibility.

Adding more police to the
force.
More patrols in neighborhood.

Need more vigilant patrols of
areas around Burke-Gilman
access points, especially at
parking areas. Our street's trail
access near our home on NE
153rd has frequent late- or
overnight cars parked (often
with occupants), and garbage

strewn about the small area
that include public health
concerns such as drug
paraphernalia, human waste,
and condoms.
1535 Wood smoke from fireplaces
and stoves
1536
1537 Recently, I've been
approached by more
aggressive panhandlers at LFP
mall (usually in AM hours by
MOD and Starbucks). Not sure
if this falls under "loitering"
above. Also, I think "No Thru
Traffic" signs should be put
back in service alley on west
side of LFP mall (behind
Albertson's) and officers
should warn/ticket cars who
speed through this alley like
it's a street.
1538
1539

more police presence in my
neigborhood

1540

1541

1542

Under Chief Sutton, the LFP
Police force has become a true
Community Police Force.

A bit more attention to
speeding violations in the Lago
Place neighborhood

Friendly and professional
officers. Quick responses for
the two times we've used 911.

Better traffic camera on 40th
Pl NE by LFP Elementary. We
often see cars drive through
too fast but this traffic camera
doesn't activate.

no opinion

more police patrols and
presence in neigborhoods
The traffic on 37th Ave NE is
terrible r/tr speeding, running
stop sign, driving up on curb
and knocking down garbage
cans in order to avoid stopping
to let one another car pass by
when parked cars are present.

Their community involvement
and neighborhood presence in
patrol cars. I walk a lot and
always appreciate a smile and
a wave from an officer in a
patrol car.
Burglar alarm activated officer
came to investigate everything
was ok

Great service, caring staff,
knows social media

Some means of traffic control
such as speed bumps or 25
mph posted on small signs in
center of road. I have lived her
f0r 0ver 40 years and the
situation has gotten ridiculous.

1543 For Traffic Violations I feel that
speeding through the
residential streets (I live on NE
182nd St) is a large safety issue
for cars and residents. I would
support the Traffic/ticket
Cameras on residential streets
and would support speed
inhibitors (i.e. speed
bumps/lines like on Hamlin
Rd.) on our street.
1544

I think the police presence is
fine. I would favor more
automated/infrastructure to
slow traffic (prevent speeding)

1545 Assault, neighbors with guns
and mental illness

At city hall for neighborhood
meeting. At meetings in
council chambers. At our
annual street party on 182nd
street.

They seem very engaged,
striving to do a great job, and
on top of the community
priorities

we had a home break in, called
911, officers were
unexpectedly quick to respond
Visit the department for
conversation and advice

They're interactive with the
community
The officers - great rapport
with citizens.

Traffic speeding through the
neighborhood. I know the
volume is not something we
can easily control but I would
support automated (traffic
cameras to ticket speeders)
and infrastructure (i.e. street
bumps/lanes like on Hamlin
Rd.) on more non-arterial
street (like mine: NE 182nd St)

I think the department and
Chief Sutton have set a new
standard for LFP police. We
have always been fortunate to
have our own local
department but their service
in the community has been
top notch from what I can see.

Find a way to deal with my
neighbor that is harassing
residents on the street

Keep up the good work. In the
past we have benefited from
the FABULOUS RESPECTFUL
officers. You are the best, and I
feel blessed to have had you
around when needed. Thanks!

(ne 187th street beside the lfp
elementary school).
1547
1548 traffic control where there are
not any bike paths, and / or
sidewalks
1549 The reason for my picking 8 for
noise is that I am deaf!

1553 Need resources for homeless
on the trail

Foot patrol at the mall

by calling

speed watch in neighborhoods
where there are not sidewalks
for people to walk on

A bike patrol on the Burke
Gilman if it's part of Lake
Forest Park

for not stopping completely at
STOP sign

Courteous and professionalism
plus sense of community spirit

Nothing

called 911

Community communication

Increase in staff to have the
ability to handle big calls. The

I want to commend Rhonda
Lehman Detective who spent 2
plus hours in my house right
after my wife's passing 5 years
ago. Her primary purpose was
to ensure that I was able to
handle stressful incident. She
was easy to communicate with
-by writing since I am totally
deaf.
Pedestrian Safety at Bothell
and 170th.

neighborhood could use some
detour signs and arrows
1557
1558 Very concerned about new
development of elks property
traffic 145th
1559

Very impressed with LFPPD
PD skill in catching criminal’s
thanks for keeping us safe

Street sign on 38 Ave NE

re parking

1560

in person

1561

1562

motorcycle speed on 178th

1563 speeding on arterials 61st and
55th
1564 traffic on my street

no answer

1565
1566 burke gilman trail homeless
population

Fantastic police department
led by chief Sutton responsive
professional great leadership
Very pleased with level of
service
Love Chief Sutton email news
alerts and vacation house
check

Worry about influx of new
residents and traffic
You guys are truly the best

Would like to see more traffic
enforcement
Speed indicator trailer has
been effective
reduce speeding during peak
driving times
speeding

called in susp activity

all well you are doing an
excellent job

concerns regarding traffic
speeding

great job thanks for hard work

speeding problems 165 and
Bothell and 41st ave ne

appreciate citizen input and
respect from that in both
directions

